
WISPTM 

WISPTM LIgtning 
The RaceRunner is made from aluminium and comes 
in three frame sizes. The weight of the frame for size 
L is 4 kg. A complete RaceRunner has a weight of 12 
kg, with variation up and down depending on the 
choice of parts.  
 
The WISP Adapter© provides the option of using 
standard bicycle wheels. The WISP Adapter©, 
together with the design of the frame and fork, make 
it possible to use ”fat bike” tires for training on forest 
trails.  
The WISP Spring© makes it easy to adjust the 
steering function to your needs. It´s also a safe and 
reliable steering solution for all runners.  
The WISP BoxFrame© is a new innovative frame 
solution. Its extreme stiffness and strength makes it a 
light and durable construction. The BoxFrame© 
provide conditions for fast running.  
 
WISP Design© - RaceRunner for the future  
 

WISPTM Thunder 
Exclusive RaceRunner in carbon fibre. Manufactured 
by hand according to your measurement. 
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Next Generation RaceRunner 

WISPTM Lightning 
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RaceRunner of the future 

RaceRunner of the future  
Become a member of the WISP Team and join 
us at upcoming events.  
 
Our mission is to develop a RaceRunner for fast 
and flexible running, both on tracks with road 
tires and with fat tires for runs in the forest.  
 
Visit us in Sweden and test the different sizes, 
saddles and chest plates. We adjust your new 
RaceRunner to give you the best possible 
running conditions.  
 
For prices, please visit www.wisp.design.  
We are looking forward in meeting you soon. 
Please contact us on:  
pernilla.hanssen@psiwisp.com, 
+46 736 388 751  
 
www.racerunningsweden.com 
www.wisp.design 

Ultra light front wheel to WISPTM Thunder 

Run, Wiktor, run! 
Wiktor develops the RaceRunner for the future together with Engineers, Production  
Technicians and Industrial Designers and runs faster than ever before. 

Wiktor Hanssen tested RaceRunning for 

the first time at the age of ten and was 
amazed what it could do for him. The 
family bought a used RaceRunner for 
Wiktor, which for years was modified and 
adapted to his size. Eventually the 
RaceRunner had reached its limit and had 
to be scrapped. Finding a new  
RaceRunner proved impossible as the 
existing on the market didn´t attract 
Wiktor.  
In 2015 decided the Hanssen family to 

start their own business, RaceRunning 
Sweden. In 2016, to everyone’s        
astonishment, Wiktor ran home a world 

record and several medals on the first 
RaceRunner made from carbon fibre.  

Success continued the following year, 

when Wiktor won three silver medals on 
the newly developed RaceRunner in  
aluminium. In 2018, Wiktor won two 
gold, three silver and one bronze running 
on the new design of the WISP Lightning.    

Powerful and flexible running for      

everyone. Wiktor loves to run at home, 
on the small roads in the beautiful village 
of Strömsholm, close to the lake Mälaren. 
Fat bike tires make running safe in     
uneven terrain. These tires are easily 

swapped for fast road tires for road or 
arena training.   
 
This amounts to nothing but a paradigm 
shift for the sport RaceRunning. Our great 
development team have together  
realised the dream of designing and 
building a RaceRunner that attracts  
runners with and without disabilities. 
 
The Next Generation RaceRunners. 

 
 

 

 


